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Part Two

Chapter I
BASIC DATA ON MAI^IUFACTURERS OF MACHINE- -TOOI^ AND
THE Í-ÍETAL-TRANSFORMING SECTÍB
(a)

Development of the machine-tool industry
Brazil's machine-tool construction sector showed the first signs of

life shortly before the Second World War, vhen it began to produce a few
simple units of limited technical and economic significance.

Soon after, a

more definite development became apparent vâien a group of about ten small
manufacturers became interested! this occurred as a result of the viorld
confUct, which encouraged and practically forced Bra2dl to develop a
maintenance service of its own so as to ensure the continued operation of
the country's industiy»

At first, the manufacture of machine tools, which

was a spontaneous offshoot of an industrial sèctor that was still embryonic
and therefore obviously dependent upon a rather weak infrastructure, found
itself in a situation that in many ways, mutatis mutandis, res^bled that of
other countries during the second half of the nineteenth century.
On the otiier hand, the fact that a sector is late in beginning to
organisse itself - in this case over a hundred years late ~ ctoes give it
certain undeniable initial advantages that may or may not subsist as time
goes en.

This brings with it one great convenience, the possibility of

ignoring the details of machine design and of merely copying existing and
already tested products or using them as the basis for a more simplified
version.

When the sector began to operate in Brazil, the first task was

to choose a few types of machine to be copied, concentrating exclusively on
the manufacturing aspect and thus disregarding the accvimulation of K,H,
about design»

Naturally, this simplifcation of the sector's over-all

problem brought some advantages with it, since the successive stages in the

/establishment of
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establishmont of the sector described in Part One were run through more
rapidly.

"There is also one serious disadvantage to the mere copying of

something that already exists, i.e., it delays thorough understanding of
the thing that is being copied.

In other viords it means remaining someviiat

apart from the process of invention, which^ in the long run, is the only
feasible and intelligent solution for a large country»

Thxis the concept

of imitation, adopted by manufacturers themselves, became the hallmark of
the sector's growth.

There is nothing wrong with this in itself; but

something that is worth considering more carefully is the level at which
the trend occiirred,
Althou^ the import facilities that were granted after the war acted
as an incentive for the machine-tool industry by constantly stepping up
demand for nachine-tools, they also made it more difficiilt to consolidate,
recently established innovations! and so some manufact\irers lost interest^
vdiile those that stood their ground were left with few technological and
economic options to choose between; they had either to produce simple
low-cost machines for the small and medium-sized users with very little
capital, or they had to try to compete, from a position of inferiority, on
a world market where demand was, generally speaking, for products of a
higher technological level.

Obviously, t h ^ chose the first solution, and

they pursued their objective with considerable vigour, but without much
initiative in terms of technological content.

Consequently, they did not

go on to copy m r e complicated designs at a someviiat higher technological
level, which meant that many of the short-tenn advantages that would
V

normally have accrued failed to materialize.

And once the pattern of

copying at a rather low technological level is set, there comes a point
whsiit starts acting as a brake on development ~ as indeed happened.
Although tJie 1950s saw a marked increase in the number of small arri
medium-sized enterprises, there were already signs of the snergence of a
lí>-tge-scalè manufacturing industry producing consumer durables and capital

/goods vAiose

\

« 3goods -vdiose doaand for domestic inacihin&-tools was virtually negligible*

As

this sector, and particxaarly the nmtor-vehicle industry, progressively
expanded during the decade, the technological shortcomings of domestic
machine-tools, ovdng precisely to the manner and circumstances in which
t h ^ had evolved, became increasingly apparent.

There can be no doubt

at all that, had the sector, in its initial phase - vdiile remaining
imitative - aimed at a higher technological level, it would have been in
a far better position to keep up with the growth of demand.

Notwithstanding

certain excqjtions, the current situation of the sector is lagging behind
the average level of consunqjtion in all areas; more important, the sector
does not have the resources, i.e., the necessary K.H., to react spontaneously and independently to changes in consunçition patterns which are
bound to become no re marked as time progresses.
The shartage of supply can be put down to one specific factor, namely,
iiie small average size of manufacturing enterprises, whicái was due to the
fact that, in this field, the simple technologies usually tend to be
developed in small workshops.

It is also true that,when interest in the

sector is aroused m d e r such corditions as those described above, there is
little inmediate incentive for large-scale enterprises, initiatives come
to iKjthing, and the resulting technical level is as unsatisfactory as the
size of the enterprises.

It matters little, at this stage whetiier this is

cause or effect; suffice it to emphasize that in every sector, and pairbicularly in that of machine-tools, there should be a certain optimum
relationship between the size of the enterprise and the technical level
which, save in exceptional circumstances, it should be able to achieve at
specific stages of its developmoit.

Consequently, the very circumstances

that had served initially as a poxíerful incentive because of the speed with
which they developed proved in point of fact to be a brake on technological
progress and, in the long run, a definite handicap on utilization of capacity
(low productivity).
apart from design

This can clearly be seen frcm the fact that, quite

K«H., enterprises that are not large enough also lack

otiier forms of K,H., as will be seen from the following section.

/These essentially

- 4These essentially technological considerations lost some of their
force, of course, towards the end of the 1950s as a result .of the great
strides made tgr the activities employing machine-tools in Brazil and the
accompanying boom, vdaich led to a boost in the production of a great variety
of goods by every possible means, regardless of cost and of broader consider^
ations such as productivity, and sometimes even quality as well»

This was

imdoubtedly a wonderful period, characterized as it was by a rarely equalled
vitality and by advantages and handicaps that often waat hand in hand.

Such

then, in broad outline, was the pattern of development of the sector that
will now be analysed in greater detail,
(b)

Current statistical data for the sector
The first statistical data to be acctirately and systematically compiled

appeared in an ECLA study published in 1961

The most important figures

for that year can be sunmarized as follows:
Total number of enterprises operating in the branch

99

Number of enterprises with sales amounting to n»re
than 5 per cent ox the total sales of the sector

90

Total number of persons employed

4^700

Average number of persons employed per enterprise (90)
Value of production, in dollars

53el
26^500,000

Production, in tons

13^250

Production, nvuaber of machines

15,517

Average weight of production, in tons per machine

0.854

During 1969 these figures were brou^t up to date as a result of a
further sectoral surv^ cairied out by the Institute for Applied SocioEconomic Research (IFEA)

While the consumer sector has made considerable

strides in every respect, supply has failed to keep pace»

Thus, in 1968,

ttie figures under the heads listed above were as follows:

1/

ECLA, The machine-tools industry in Brazil (E/CN.12/633), November 1962,

2/

IPEA, preliminary version, Rio de Janeiro, December 1969»
/Total number

t,

^ 5Total nimber of enterprises operating in the branch

83

Number of enterprises m t h sales amounting to niore
than 5 per cent of the total sales of the sector

71

Total nximber of persons employed

5^661

Average number of perajns employed per enterprise (71)
Value of production, in dollars

79o7
28j,275,000

Production, in tons

15,113

Production, number of machines

15,059

Average weight of production, in tons per machine

1<.030

Though a conparison of the figures for the two years does not altogether
reflect the real situation in the sector, it is of some significance,
especially when seen in the light of the progress nade in the user sector.
This progress was particularly apparent in the motor-vehicle industry
and, nmre generally, in the way mass-pTOduction enterprises tended to grow in
size®

At the same time, there was a reduction in the absolute and relative

share of artisan-type enterprises and small industries in the sector.

This

had a definite inçact on the structure of demand, v M c h is already beginning
to follow a more comprehensive pattern than in the past in that there is now
a demand for a wider range of types and models of machines, for machines
with a larger unit weight and more power and a better performance per
kilogram, and for a greater number of semi-automatic and automatic, as
opposed to all-purpose machines»

Some enterprises in the sector did

not know how to adapb themselves to the new requirements of demand
and others were genuinely incapable of doing so, simply because the sector
had developed in such a way that it lacked the necessary entrepreneurial
structure (apart of course from a few rare exceptions) and, therefore, also
lacked local inventors and innovators, and financial resources.

This can

clearly be seen from the figures ..Rowing the share of the dcxnestic sector
in the consumption of machine toofe in 1968 ^ •

dJ

Mã»
/Nmber of

6

-

Percentage
Ntanber of machines

81*0

Wei^it

52.3

Value
Exclusively domestic technological category

20,3

Domestic and imported technological category

23»6

Thus, the average weight of domestic machines added to the total
stock in 1968 was I.03 tons as opposed to 4.00 tons for imported machinesj
the average value of locally manufactured units was 1,939 dollars as
opposed to 13^271 dollars for imports.

These figures speak for themselves»

"Technological category" is used here to denote the various types
and models of machine tools into v M c h world supply is subdivided in the
ECLA document'Criterios y antecedentes para la programación de la industria
de máquinas-^herramientas" (S/CN«12/L«15)^ pp. 3 et seq.; this classification,
in the revised form used in the recent IFEA analysis, sets the machine-tool
universe at 1,024 basic types and models.

The general view it provides of

the techràcal situation of the sector clearly indicates a lack of balance
between donsstic supply and inçjorts, and therefore also in consumption»
However, an accurate assessment of their respective positions and the gap
between them at any given moment is only one aspect of the analyses that
can be carried out, since the extent to vAiich one lags behind the other seems
more or less alaming according to vdiether it relates to a ctsmamic situation
or note

3ji the present case, the (dynamic side is to be found in a marked

growth of the machine-tool industries which shows every sign of continuing
at this high level."^

In order to simplify matters, the lag in supply could

be identified with the variety of technological categories (types and models
of machines) produced in the country? according to the ECLA study referred
to above, this should follow the trend outlined in figure I of that document,
which for convenience's sake is reproduced below.

Lj

On the basis of curve 1,

Comprising the four It>10 divisions 35, 36, 37 and 38, ifldth the addition
of metal furniture under division 35 and certain activities from
división 39í such as the raanufacture of watches and clocks, musical
instruments, etc»
/figure I
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supply

domestic stç)ply for 1968, expressed in terms of range of technological
categories, was only 16 per cent of the machine-tool tmiverse líhen it coiild
have been around 2& per cent on the basis of the size of the total stock
for that year, vdiich consisted of about 264,000 units. Between I960 sand
196S, the aggregate volume of technological types provided by domestic
manxifacturers did not expand so fast as the total stock, Althou^ the range
of technological categories consumed in 1968 was only 36 per cent of iJie
machine—tool universe - viiich is rather a narrow range in view of the size
of the total stock. The share contributed by domestic supply cotild have been
smaller than that suggested by curve 1 - but this does not in any way alter
the fact that domestic supply is insufficient.
The foregoing shows that the point has been reached i^áiere it is no
longer possible to disregard a definite sectoral trend which is bound up
with a series of other events inàiich dictate its direction and importance.
This suggests that specific measures must be takai to ensure that the
technological gap between domestic supply and the machines purchased by
local users remains within reasonable boundsj expressed as percentages, these
could be someiidiat lower than the optimum figures, according to curve 1 by
aroTind 5 per cent when the total Brazilian stock is 200,000 tmits up to a
maximum of 15-25 per cent when it reaches the 500,000 level. This would
be an absolute minimum; if it fell below this, domestic machine-tool manufacture
would be following a most undesirable trend, from the point of view of
economic strategy, which vrould have an adverse effect on the sector's balanceof-paymaits position and drive too many users to take their custom away from
the domestic centres of machine-tool production,
(c)

Current statistics for the user sector and projections to 1980
A few data must be provided on the above points so as to give a better

idea of the problems facing manufacturers and to provide a frame of reference
for other considerations.

/In I960

- 9Ih i960 the metal—transforming sector oiployed same

persons

using 150,000 machines, the value added of which anüxinted to 880 million
dollars.
The lEEA survey referred to above gives the foUovdng up-to-date figures
for 2968 (round figures excluding artisan-type industry);
Number of persons enç»loyed

547Í3CX)

Stock of machine-tools

243^800

Number of persons per machine
Value added in millions of d)liars

2^25
2,365o0

It is clear that, in terms of size, the metal-transforming industry
is assuming respectable proportions that justify a high-level discussion of
the sector and of the subject of this study. This stands out even more
clearly from the figures ibr the industry's estimted grx)vrth up to the end
of the 1970s. According to the IIEA survey, the projected figures for 1980
arei
Number of persons enployed
Stock of machine-tools
Number of persons per machine
Value added in millions of dollars

1,116,000
513 Í 400
2^17
65692,5

The interesting thing from the point of view of this analysis is to
note that the growth of the user between I96O and 1968 followed the over-all
trend that was to be eapected; in other words, the average size of the
enteirprises increased, as did the mass production of many major products and
the variety of articles produced. This trend will be even more marked
during the 1970s, especially as regards the diversification of production»
These elementary but flindamental considerations point to the vitality of the
user sector and to the importance of the machine-tool market available to
local manufacturers. Attaining the targets contained in the projections
would involve spending some l,l60 million dollars in order to cover machinetool requirements between 1969 and 1980, corresponding to an addition of

/270,000 units
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ZlOfCOO units xdLth a total weight of 457,000 tons. These figures do not
allow for the requirements of artisan=type workers and industries or
activities classified as such, which are small in any event» Briefly
stated, the xiser sector has an annual consumption that is now approaching
100 million dollars in value and is e^qjected to rise above that figure before
the end of the 1970s.
Once the over-all figures for the user sector have been clearly
establish®!, it will be easier to appreciate the responsibilities now facing
domestic machine-tool manxifacturers in the field of techralogy and to see
why, at this point, the sector cannot afford to lose any more grovmd or to
adopt a mistaken product strategy by isolating itself too much from certain
technological innovations now being introduced in the industrialized
countrieso
Finally, because of the significant level already attained, mention
should also be made of the gross domestic product. According to the IPEA
projections, the gross domestic product was about 27,900 mill ion
dollars in 1968, and should rise to 59,000 million by 19808

/Chapter II

-11 Chapter II
PRESENT STATE OF INTERNAL KNOVJ-HOW
(a)

Size of enterprises in 1968
The survey of the situation in 1968 revealed no great changes in

relation to the structure in I960, There was, in fact, some progress in
average terms, but it was still insufficient and less than- the reccamendable
minimum. The eighty~three machine-tool enterprises were distributed as
follows, according to their activity in the sector:
Table 1
ACTIVITT OF iSNTSRPRISES IN THE iiACHDIS-TOOL SBGTOR, 19Ó8
Percentage of total
sales of enterprises

Number of
enterprises

100

AO

75 to

99

6

50 to

74

8

5 to

49

17

Total

71

Under 5
Special cases where activity is less than
5 per cent, but the machine-tool section is
separate from the rest of the enterprise

9

3

Total

^

Source; IFEA, preliminary version, Rio de Janeiro, December 1969.
If the classification by size is limited to enterprises devoting more
than 5 per cent of their activities to the machine-tool sector, the
following structure is obtaines.

/Table 2

- 12
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FABLE 2

SIZE OF ENTERPRISES AND NUMBER OF PERSONS Ei-IPLOYED, 1968

PERSONS EMPLOYED

Number of enterprises
Actual size
Equivalent size in the
(staff employed in machine• sector
tool manufacture and other
(staff employed esxcluractivities)
sively in machine-tool
n^ufacture )

6

to
9
10 to 24
25 to 49
50 to 99

15

100 to 249
250 to 499
500 to 990
Over 1,000

14
2
2
3

Total

Ik

13
19
14

16

12

13

9
3

a

Sourue; IFEA, praliiuinary versian, Rio de Janeiro, Decanber l7Ó9«
Since some of the manufacturers are engaged to a widely varying extent
in industrial activities other than the production of machine-tools, it is
necessary, in order to obtain a clearer idea of the sector's actual potential,
to take into account the personnel engaged exclusively in the manufactxire
of machine -tools, represented in this case by the second column in table 2.
Obviously 5Ô enteiprises, or 82 per cent of the total, are not large enough
for these activities, since they employ under 100 persons.

Thus, most of

the technical responsibility falls on the 9 medium-sized and 4 large-scale
enterprises.

This categoiy would actually have to. include the three special

cases of enterprises whose activity is less than 5 per cent but which operate
a well-organized and well-equipped section separately from the rest of their
production activities.
It is not difficult to foresee the consequences of such a structure,
particularly as the users have set themselves ambitious industrial targets,
many of them international in scope.
/A logical

- 13 A logical result of the inadequate size of most of the 71 enterprises
is that barely 21 onploy engineers and draughtsmen, 3 have engineers but no
draughtsmen, 19 have draughtsmen but no engineers, and 28 employ neither.
In i960 the average distribution of direct and indirect personnel was
69 and 31 per coit respectively, but the proportions varied widaLy according
to the size of the establishmentí 64 and 36 per cent for those enploying
more than 250 persons, and 80 and 20 per cent for those employing under 50.
In all but a few enterprises, the indirect personnel is insufficient for
this sector's requirements.
Some observations on the production facilities available to manufacturers
complete the preliminary infomation for developing this theme. Here too a
clear distinction can be made between major industries and the rest. The
former, headed by BOIH S.A,, have all, or nearly all, the necessary production
facilities, as shown by the high standard of their products. The rest lack
the essential facilities to manufacture products of sufficiently good quality
within a reasonable time. This difficulty is partly overcome by simpliftdng
the design of the machines^

but if these producers aspire to produce more

complex designs, there is bound to be an obvious disproportion and sane
mistakes,
(b)

The level reached by each type of internal K«H»
A detailed picture of the machine-tool sector can now be presented on

the basis of the classification of the seventeen types of internal K,H,
described in Part One and the comprehensive data obtained fron all the
manufacturers.
In view of the marked differences in the situations according to plant
size, in the case of most of the concepts and observations relating to each
type of K.H. the enterprises must be divided into those employing over 100
persons, the three special cases mentioned above, and some of the remaining
smaller establishments. Meanwhile, it should be borne in mind that not all
the small enterprises fall outside the sphere of technical responsibility
because of the nature of the product they manufactxire, particularly in the
case of forming machines. Depending on the kind of observation made,
therefore, account will also be taken of one or two smaller enterprises in
order to broadai the infonnation base. On the other hand, it would be best
/to exclude

-14to exclude BDKI, which has d^artments applying nearly all the different
types of K.H., because of its size (over 1,500 workers), since its inclusion
would distort the real average situation. This could be avoided only if
ROMI were manufacturing a very wide range of products, which is not the case
since it specializes in engine and turret lathes, of which it is also an
important traditional exporter.
In line with the system of ratings adopted in Part One, the ratings
given to the different types of K.H» in Brazil will show to what extent they
fall below a nomal up-to-date reference rating equal to 100,
On this basis, the position with regard to the seventeen types of K.H.
can be suiiunarized as follows:
1.

Selection y definition and general conception of the paroduct
Although the machine-tool sector is still in process of formation,
with an annual output of less than 20,000 tons, there is no longer
any justification for enqjirical and random decisions that may disregard
certain elementaiy rules for adapting the products to real market
conditions. Although it is true that no major research is necessary
to establish the types or models of machines best suited to smallscale industry, this is not so for bigger industries which generally
call for different technological solutions at their different levels,
either because of their essential needs or because of the price they
are able to pay.

'^

The excessive number of enterprises manufacturing the same product
is a clear indication of the lack of this type of K.H, and of the
persistence of the unregulated production which began in the 1950sj

»»

although production is now becoming more normal, it is still out of
proportion to the size of the market. These enterprises still have no
prçperly classified technical and economic infoiraation on the user
sector, which might have been obtained at least through such normal
channels as their sales departments, and from documentation of a more
general type such as that issued ty ECLA.
As regards production strategy, Bmzilian manufacturers cannot
get away from the "conventional engine lathe", which for two decades
sold better than any other machine on the domestic market, with the
/result that

^
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result that approximately 30 per cent of Bra2ál's stock of machine tools
consisted of lathes. There was not much need to map out a strategy for
the product during that period, but with the gradual contraction of the
market for conventional machines it became necessary to offer a wider
range of types. The sector's reaction has been slow, however, and the
choice of new models or types of machines at a given technological and
price level has now become an imperative need which manufacturers can
no longer refuse to recognize.
The knowledge of this type of K,H, possessed by technical departments and management is therefore insufficient, even in the best run
plants, and it is obviously lacking altogether in the araall establishments.
The highest rating that could be given to it in the circumstances is 25.
2»

Study and design of the pi?oduct
As a natural result of the way in which manufacturing began in this
sector - by imitating, copying and simplifying already existing foreign
models - and because of the small scale of the operations carried on by
the manufacturers, who did not keep up with the times,the initial energy
and momentum grudually gave way to an evident impoverishment of the type
of K,H, which is most characteristic of the sector, an impoverishment
that was very widespread because of the wide rande of technology offered.
Unfortunately, the sector's backwardness as regards this important type
of K,H, is now a serious handicap, so much so that it makes some of
the expeidence gained in manufacturing these products almost valueless.
Thus a kind of "project inferiority complex" has been created, since,
because of the structure of the domestic market, a leap forward is now
required to update this basic type of K,H, Such a leap is not impossible
in itself, but it is held back by the limited size of most establishments.
The need to maintain a reasonable team of project staff - indirect
workers - cannot be met in plants which are too small in size. Nevertheless
there are the beginnings of a reaction and signs of a more enterprising
attitude which will probably become more marked in time. Unless more
effective measures are taken to protect the sector, including action
by the recently establish®! Brazilian Machine-Tool Institute, the
/necessary K.H,

~16 -

necessary K.H, will be lacking for the design of new and more complex
types of models^ which would giveri.seto other problems whose
seriousness would be in direct proportion to the technological level
aimed at. The only way in which the sector can keep the staff of
technical draughtsmen and designers that are already required considering
the total labour force and the volume of production is to reduce the
number of enterpri-ses through association, mergers or conç)lementarity
agreemoits, which would increase the size of each production unit.
In this case, the rating is more favourable for manufacturers of
foming machines than for manufacturers of chip-producing machines,
i.e., about 55 on the average. This is about the stage in project
conception reached during the First World Vfetr, vñxich means a lag of
half a century, A handful of enteiprises that may happen to be in a
better position cannot alter the situation since in assigning this
rating account is inçlicitly taken not only of what is being done but
also of the sector's backv/ardnsss in terms of i^nge of KpH,, i.e», of
the machines that were not designed and should already have been
manufactured locally. This is the context in which study and design
should be evaluated, since, "considerations of its scope or coverage
mu&t also be borne in mind.
If the situation were different, that is, if apart from the
technical level of the products actually manufactured the supply were
of a technological range similar to that indicated in figure I, the
rating of this type of K,H, would be about 65, Speculating along these
lines a rating of 65 would therefore indicate how far project conception
and design is below the world technological level (but of course only
in the type of K.H. which Brazil ought to develop at the presoit stage
in the growth of its machine-tool industry, ã concept which tacitly
includes the consunption-import angle). The fact that the range of
models offered is too limited widens the gap, which reduces the rating
to 55,
This concept is also valid for the other types of K.H,, and it
has been described here in order to make clear the criteria that are
being applied in the particular case of Brazil.
/In any

- 17 In any event, it is undoubtedly a much more complex matter to
assign scane of the ratings in the internal sector than in the universe,
and it may give rise to controversy^

the ratings are nevertheless

assigned according to certain logical and historical criteria which,
looked as a whole, will probably not be too unrealistic,
3.

Testing
As a logical outcome of the specific situation líith regard to conception
and design of K.H. on the one hand, and the over-all situation of the
sector on the other, there are no proper test-shops in enterprises.
Since it is iiiç)Ossible for the enterprises th^selves to bridge this
gap in all types of K.H,, testing should be done

some agency outside

the factory, particularly a specialized institute such as the Brazilian
Machine-Tool Institute. This Institute was established at the end of
19Ó3 under the sponsorship of the Technological Research Institute
(Instituto de Pesquisa Tecnológica - IPT) of the Universidade de Sao
Paiolo, It started to operate in 1969, when a plan of action was drawn
up with three separate aims: first, to help machine-tool manufacturers
to improve the technical standard of their products, and to provide than
with assistance in the development of new types and models of machine
tools, thus obviating the need for each enterprise to install its own
testing department;

secondly, to provide specialized training for

engineers in this field; and thirdly, to carry out its own research
on the subject, as part of a specific programme, which would have
longer-tem practical results for the sector. Thus, as this Institute
exists, the rating is not so low.

In view of its serious aims and

the quality of its equipment and facilities, it undoubtedly belongs
to the sector which thus gets a rating of 50 for this type of K.H,
4»

Internal technical standards
Since this type of K.H, is a direct reflection of conception and design
K.H. and its past evolution, it is essentially in process of formation.
It is currently being given importance and may therefore develop
rapidly; but since it started late, at the moment it is incomplete
and even over-simple. It cannot therefore be given a rating of more
than 25 compared with the noimal 100»
/5, Specification of
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5.

Specification of the services of the subcontractors and of the parts
and components supplied ty thir-d parties
Since the technological level of the sector is still so low, it is not
surprising that this type of K.H,, which is clearly defined and
concentrated at more advanced staêes, is applied ty various scattered
people^ each of whom performs several different functions. Moreover,
machine-tool manufacturers as a whole have not become a commercial or
technical attraction to suppliers, for two main reasons: those with a
higher level of K^^H, - which include foreign films - often have much
larger plants than the machine-tool producers themselves and they
I
contrive to consolidate production lines of the most saleable ccsnpcments
in common use and pay scant attention to the sector's requirements»
When they do give them any attention, they try to impose their own
standards, departing as little as possible from the normal average
model. On the other hand, manufacturers have not organized thçmzelves
to defend well-defined standards and concepts, either because they are
not aware of the problems or because of the disproportionate cost of
certain quality standards and specifications.
In this respect, small-scale manufacturers, who are not subject
to any quality standards or requirements for supplies from third parties^
have seriously affected the interests of the major Brazilian producers
by delaying an advantageous inter-action between suppliers and
manufacturers;

however, inasmuch as a distinction is made between

serious producers and manufacturers v\dio merely improvise, the situation
is bound to be regularized. Thus the lag in this type of K,H« is not
fundamental and can certainly be remedied, particularly when the
14achine-Tool Institute can produce unchallengeatle arguments, proofs
and certificates in support of the requirements of manufacturers, who
will then be better supplied. This type of K.H, will then take on
its own clearly-defined characteristics, but until then it cannot be
assigned a rating of more than 25,
/6. Design of
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6«

Design of .jigs, frames and supplement?ary manufacturing equipment,
including tools
Various circumstances led the sector to improvise in this area, even
thoiagh the scale of the production series of seme models of machines
would have justified a different course of action. The design,
conception and use of this type of K.H. are not representative of what
manufacturers are capable of doing. There are, however, some extenuating
circumstances. First, manufacturers have not thought it advisable to
continue producing certain models, either because of reduced customs
protection or because of the modifications constantly introduced in
them since they were launched on the domestic market. Secondly, the
unsuitable or incomplete equipment used to manufacture these models
has prevented their being sold on a wider scale. This shows that the
equipment observed on visits to plants falls scaewhat short of what
the most inportant manufacturers actually intended, so that they have
a better conception and grasp of the problem than would appear from
the practical applications of their K.H. It should also be noted that
since the sector's self~financing capacity is only modest, manufacturers
have preferred to concentrate the available resources on other items.
Thus, e^qjerience in the use of this type of K«H. has in general been
confined, to the preparation of auxiliary equipment for the manufacture
of smaller and lighter parts and to the developnent of a sinpler range
of tools, more complex operations being postponed until a later stage.
Therefore, the rating of this type of K.H, cannot be more than 30.

7,

Methods, instruction and time-cards
The backwardness of this type of K.H. reflects the general situation
of most manufacturing enterprises in Brazil, No further comment is
therefore necessary, since organization in this area is along much
the same lines as it was before this type of K.H, was introduced and
adapted by machine-tool manufacturers.

Ô,

Its rating is therefore 0,

Planning of production, work orders and progress checks.

ELow of

production
Logically enough, the manufacturers' position in this respect partly
reflects the lack of type 7 K.H., although the imperative need for a
minimum amount of co-ordination resulted in the fomation of a type
of K.H, which makes it possible to control, efficiently or otherwise,
/the most

- 20 the most inportant aspects Qf macro-planning. The K.H, applied and
results obtained are therefore no more than what was nomal at the
beginning of the 1930s, so that its rating would be around 35«
9»

Purchasing
The inefficiencgr of the two previous types of K.H, ultimately adds to
the burden of the purchasing departments. Although this is a siaple
type of K«H. as the range of problems encountered is not very great,
production is not particularly complex and standards are sinçsle, the
buying departments are often hampered by the suppliers' lack of proper
organization, whether the suppliers are salesmai or industries. Dates
for the provision of services and delivery of components are not always
punctually complied with, and there are no regular stocks of imported
products, such as bearings. This leads to situations where manufàctxarers
tend to improvise, with the result that the final cost of the products
is higher and there is delay in delivering t h ^ to the user.
By way of énlarging on the comments on the last three types of
K.H., which have several features in ccsnmon, it may be said that they
could not be introduced into an enterprise independaitly of the context
of the whole metal—transforming sector to which they apply. It would
therefore be useless to plan the introduction of these types of internal
K.H, at a very advanced level if the K,H, of the supplying enterprises
continues to be at a low level.
These are undoubtedly perfectly valid extenuating circumstances,
but they indicate that the general level of the organization of Brazil's
industry is not very good, or rather is extremely uneven. This is
understandable since Brazil's metal-transforming industry is comparatively
new, but it is none the less an obstacle to enterprises which rely on
third parties for so many of the items they need, as the machine-tool
sector does.
In view of the foregoing considerations, a rating of 65 may be
assigned to this type of K,H,
/lO. Production
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10, Production, selection of production eqmpment, lay-out
Frcan an overall standpoint, the operational efficiency and capacity
of this type of K,H, are similar to those found in the developed
countries about 1930, This does not necessarily mean that the
equipment itself is so out of date, but that the ways in which it is
us«i, its restricted range of models, the techniques employed to obtain
large flat surfaces or cylindrical surfaces with small tolerances in
castings, the haphazard lay-outs, and a certain amount of improvisation
in operations with delicate tools, so that manual and other adjustments
are needed afterwards are out of date and, in fact, typical of that
period, ^iith the expansion of the market and a clearer definition of
the conception and design types of K.H,, the type discussed here could
be brought up to date virtually in a decade. It should therefore be
givQi a rating of 70, which is quite high considering past trends.
11« Inteimediate checks on prx>ductxon and ccanntercial parts
The difficulties involved in producing machines that confom, for
instance to the Schlesinger standards, are only too well loiown to
Bra2dlian manufacturers, who sanetimes have to pay dear for them in
working time and adjustments.
This means that they have not yet attained ccmplete mastery of
all phases and aspects of production. Including labour^ throughout the
manufacturing process, -with the result that when the machines are
given their fii^t check after assonbly it cannot be said that the
majority meet the standards, as t h ^ shoiiLd almost automatically.
Intermediate checks are carried out somewhat systanatically and
according to no fixed pattern, as is shown ty the fact that more minute
measuremoits may be adopted for one series than for another.

It is

only fair to say that an extenuating circumstance here is the lack
of hcmogeneity in the raw materials, semi-processed products, etc.
In any event, the method normally used is to send the parts to a
separate central control section, where all or most of them are
checked and viiere there is usually no air-conditioning.
/Generally peaking
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Generally peaking, only some of the material from the suppliers
is checked, whether it be raw materials or sinç>le or complex commercial
parts. This is eagy to understand since the standards which the
material should meet in order to be accepted are as yet few and far
between or conspicuous by their absence,
lilhat happens in practice is that, in the case of some materials,
the manufacturer is not alvays in a position to choose the best
supplier for want of competition in specialized items, and he is
forced to accept whatever is available. An ovei^U analysis shows
that the results obtained by the manufacturer by applying this type
of K.H, are not so good as might be expected judging from his
background and training.
In view of the fact that enterprises can now supplement their
own resources

using specialiased equipment placed at their disposal

by the Brazilian Machine-Tool Institute, there has been an improvonent
in this type of K,H., which can be given a rating of 70,
12,

Assembly, painting, test-running and checking of the finished product
On the whole, the assembly sections of the sector are at smething
of a disadvantage as regards lay-out, organization, space, premises
and equipment. Thus the different stages of assenbLy, checking and
test-running are sometimes mixed up or reflect a number of limitations
as indicated above, some of which will gradually be overcome as the
size and sales of machine-tool canpanies increase. There are not many
special assembly units, or places for running-in or testing parts of
machines, which in a sense is the result of the limited range of
techniques and the lack of complexity of the products. On the other
hand, the care taken in the final assembly is reasonable but timeconsuming, owing to the excessive number of adjustments, which the
section still mdertakes to bring the product into line with
Schlesinger ancV'or other standards. Manufacturers are constantly
f&ced with the problems of a big labour turn-over and the trai^irfg of
skilled manpower. This type of K.H. cannot, therefore, be given a
rating of more than 70,
/13.

Industrial
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10, Production, selection of production egxrlpment, lay-out
Prom an overall standpoint, the operational efficiency and capacity
of this type of K.H, are similar to those found in the developed
countries about 1930, This does not necessarily mean that the
equipment itself is so out of date, but that the ways in which it is
used, its restricted i^nge of models, the techniques onployed to obtain
large flat surfaces or cylindrical surfaces with small tolerances in
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the conception and design types of K.H,, the type discussed here could
be brought up to date virtually in a decade. It should therefore be
given a rating of 70, which is quite high considering past trends,
11» Inteimediate checks on production and ccanmercial parts
The difficulties involved in producing machines that conform, for
instance to the Schlesinger standards, are only too well known to
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working time and adjustments.
This means that they have not yet attained canplete mastery of
all phases and aspects of production, including labourj throughout the
msaiufacturing process, with the result that when the machines are
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Generally ^eakiaig, only some of the material frcm the suppliers
is checked, whether it he raw materials or simple or cocçilex: commercial
parts. This is e a ^ to understand since the standards which the
material should meet in order to be accepted are as yet few and far
between or conspicuous by their absence,
What happens in practice is that, in the case of some materials,
the manufacturer is not always in a position to choose the best
supplier for vra.nt of competition in specialized items, and he is
forced to accept whatever is available. An over-all analysis shows
that the results obtained ty the manufacturer by appljring this type
of K,H, are not so good as might be ejq^ected judging from his
backgjíôund and training.
In view of the fact that enterprises can now supplement their
own resources by using specialized equipment placed at their disposal
by the Brazilian ^Bchine--Tool Institute, there has been an improvenent
in this type of K.H,, ^riiich can be given a rating of 70,
12,

Ass^bly, painting» test-running and checking of the finished product
On the whole, the assembly sections of the sector are at something
of a disadvantage as regards lay-out, organization, space, pronises
and eqvdpment. Thus the different stages of ass^bly, checking and
test—running are sometimes mixed up or reflect a number of limitations
as indicated above, some of which will gradually be overcome as the
^ze and sales of machine-tool companies increase. There are not maJiy
fecial assenbly units, or places for running~in or testing parts of
machines, which in a sense is the result of the limited range of
techniques and the lack of complexity of the products. On the other
hand, the care taken in the final assonbly is reasonable but timeconsuming, owing to the excessive number of adjustments, which the
sectim still undertakes to bring the product into line with
Schlesinger and/or other standards. ífâaiufacturers are constantly
faced with the problems of a big labour tum-over and the trai,nirig of
skilled manpower. This type of K,H, cannot, therefore, be given a
rating of more than 70,
/13, Industrial
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13.

Industrial accounting, production costs
Acceptable progress has been made recently in over-all terms, which is
an important step forward. The K,H, in this branch is quite out of
date, however, as regards the details on which to base a series of
critical analyses of the efficiency of the various processes or working
sections for each individual product.

Ove2>-all accounting is generally

adopted, partly because of the limitations of the preceding types of
K,H., particularly 7 and 8, and partly because of the reluctance of
manufacturers of capital goods to adopt post-war administrative techniques,
wliich are considered too e3<pensive in comparison with a small voliime of
sales. While this may be true, obviously it is always possible to find
less costly compromise solutions, wMch would at least indicate any
problem that needs considering and the general trend.

If this type of

K.H. is not developed, the manufacturer will find it difficult to know
when to modernize his sections, replace his production equipment, staff,
etc., and to set realistic goals for the expansion of his firm.
Therefore, little progress has been made with this type of K.H, and
there is little to say in its favour, so that it can be given only a
lowish rating - not more than 50.
Lastly, it must be onphasized that the present products are not very
complex, which means that the K.H, does not have to be very complex
either, but it would be asking for trouble to attempt to manufacture
more sophisticated products and still use the same accounting procedures
as at present,
14,

Commercial and technical sales organization
In the comments on this subject a somewhat unusual fact cannot be
overlooked: the increasing scatter of consmier centres over such an
extensive area as Brazil, Although nearly 75 per cent of the production
of the metal-transfoming industry, and therefore of the consunç)tion
of machine- tools is concentrated in the State of Sab Paulo, other
centres are constantly emerging or are slowly but steadily growing^
and tids is making contact between machine-tool manufacturers and
users increasingly difficult.

For e^cample, it is quite usual for a

manufacturer in or near Sao Paulo to have to maintain relations with
/customers in
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customers in PORTO Alegre to the south and in the new industrial areas
of the North-east regies, -which are nearly ^4,000 kilometres apart; and
between the two, there are a great many consumer areas of differing
size which, taken as a í\íiole, are quite inçíortant. In the circumstances,
the obstacles facing this type of K.H, ARE clearly FAR from inconsiderable,
and are indeed somewhat,out of proportion to the actual size of the
industry.
The K.H, used for sales organization is quite obsolete; it might
be acceptable for a market covering the State of Sao Paulo alone, but
it is inadequate for the coverage of all the consumer centres; that is
to say, individual entei^rises have neither the means nor the ideas
that would enable them to deal iri.th all possible contacts and sales
th]?oughout the country. This type of K.H. is misapplied, so tlmt it
cannot provide any effective and continiiing guidance for management and
better production planning, A fuller knowledge of the facts, together
with an essentially dynamic approach, should already have convinced
the major enterprises considered in this study that it is inçjerative
to organize a sales pool along the lines followed by manufacturers in
other and even much smaller countiúes, as the only way to reach more
users, standardize supply conditions, improve the technical approach
to consumers (for which expert salesmen would have to be recinited)
- in a word, to provide better service vdthout additional cost to the
customer. No finn could possibly do all this on its own, for the cost
would be prohibitive. As can be seen, the outlook is by no means bright,
since the outdated techniques - similar to those of the 1920s - that
are applied produce even more negative effects than usual in the
Brazilian setting.
A rating of not more than 50 must therefore be assigned to this
type of K.H.
15,

Advertising, exhibitions, etc.
Because the budget for these activities is so small, they are anything
but thriving. Thus the sector has no specific K.H, of this type
since it is ^lit içj among several persons, including the sales
personnel. Generally speaking, the technical literature and the
/reference material
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an im.portant step forward. The K.H. in this branch is quite out of
date, however, as regards the details on which to base a series of
critical analyses of the efficiency of the various processes or working
sections for each individual product.
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customers in Porto Alegre to the south and in the new industrial areas
of the North-east region, which are nearly 4,000 kilometres apartj and
between the two, there are a great many consumer areas of differing
size which, taken as a whole, are quite inçiortant. In the circumstances^
the obstacles facing this type of K.H, are clearly far from inconsiderable,
and are indeed somewhat out of proportion to the actual size of the
industry.
The K.H. used for sales organization is quite obsolete; it might
be acceptatle for a market covering the State of São Paulo alone, but
it is inadequate for the coverage of all the consumer centres; that is
to say, individual enterprises have neither the means nor the ideas
that would enable them to deal vath all possible contacts and sales
throughout the country. This type of K.H. is misapplied, so that it
cannot provide any effective and continuing guidance for management and
better production plann:.ng. A fuller knowledge of the facts, together
with an essentially dynamic approach, should already have convinced
the major enterprises considered in this study that it is imperative
to organize a sales pool along the lines followed by manufacturers in
other and even much smaller countries, as the only way to reach more
users, standardize supply conditions, improve the technical approach
to consumers (for which eacpert salesmen would have to be recmiited)
- in a word, to provide better service without additional cost to the
customer. No firm could possibly do all this on its own, for the cost
would be prohibitive. As can be seoi, the outlook is by no means bright,
since the outdated techniques - similar to those of the- 1920s - that
are applied produce even more negative effects than usual in the
Brazilian setting.
A rating of not more than 50 must therefore be assigned to this
type of K.H.
15.

Advertising, exhibitions, etc.
Because the budget for these activities is so snail, they are anything
but thriving. Thus the sector has no specific K.H. of this type
since it is split iç» among several persons, including the sales
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/reference material
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reference material on productivity are neither plentiful nor attractivoLy
presented.

All the K.H. on this subject has a rather elementary psycho-

logical approach, and steps should be taken to inçrove it in the near
future, bub without spending a disproportionate amount of the companies'
resources.

The rating for this type of K.H. is 50 also.

Technical assistance to purchasers
The same problems as those arising in connexion with K.H, 14 are found
here. Nevertheless, an effort is being made to fulfil this difficult
function as efficiently as possible, 1/fí.th the constant improvements in
air and land transport and telecommunications, emergency technical
assistance can now be provided under more favourable conditions than
even in the recent past. Obviously, both regular and emergency services
v/ould be greatly facilitated by a pool-type sales organization, wMch
would have the additional advantage of reducing costs.

In the light of

the efforts made and the extenuating circumstances applicable here, a
rating of 70 may be given to the level of activity in tliis area,
17.
'

Business management
--II

II

'i 'ii

II

Although, as the above i^atings of the various types of K.H, show, the
sector in general is not very up to date, it has been quite a struggle
to attain the present level.

For the leading industries, the past

decade represents what may be the most critical period in their histoxyj
this contrasts vdth the position of the smaller enterprises, \irhich, with
fevi exceptions, had a fairly e a ^ start but are now at a disadvantage
and unable to cope with the complexities of the problems they have to
face.
Thus, instead of being an all-embracing management science, this
type of K.H, has taken on the characteiãstics which were of prime
importance during the consolidation peilod, i.e., the ability, intelligence and will to achieve a minimum plant size together with a certain
industrial prestige, From this standpoint, the bases for this type of
K.H. can be considered to have been properly laid;

but not soundly

enough, considering that the level of technology in the sector as a
whole is below that required 'by present-day users. This calls for the
following comment: either there could have been more of the developed
industries, or these industries might have attained a larger size, or,
lastly, they might have been both more numerous and larger,
/If in
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If in terms of technological range - which includes more complex
types and models than those currently nianufactured - supply fell short
of requirements, this in fact means that for one reason or another a
force was lacking in the sector. In other words, this type of K.H.
may be considered to be incomplete, either because it is not sufficiently
vddespread pr because manufacturers have been unable to go beyond the
minimum size adopted in the consolidation stage, the first factor being
the more probable of the two,

'

It is therefore impossible to evaluate this type of K.H» on the
basis of only the best examples of industrial establishments. As was
indicated in connexion with study and design K.H,, account must also
be taken of the sector's out-of-date technological range, even though
this may seem a little severe. Moreover, it would not do to overlook
some indirect factors connected with customs and sectoral policy which
have discouraged the channelling of a larger volume of human and financial
resources ijito the manufacture of machine tools.
Giving the vai-ious direct and indirect factors involved in this
c<atiplex K,H, their due weight, as far as possible, 55 seems a reasonable
rating.
From .the individual assessments of the seventeen types of internal K.H,
it would seem that this sector is nearly forty years out of date in the way
it operates and the K.H, it applies.

Figure II shows the results of the

research, and table 3 the ratings and the years to which they correspond.
Even though this conclusion may seem surprisdLngly pessimistic, it is
not really so looked at in a historical context. In fact, if it is considered
that the machine-tool industry made its first timid appearance in Brazil
just before the Second tforld War - 1936 for calculation purposes - it is
easy to see that it took only thirty-two years to reach an average rating
of 50 for sixteen out of the seventeen types of internal K,H. listed above,
while the universe took approximately 185 years (17AO-1925) to reach the
same level. This means that when the industry was established advantage
was taken of past K.H,, which was absorbed in much less time than it had
actually taken to develop since its first appearance. The 32/185 ratio is
therefore undoubtedly a credit to the Brazilian industry, since it reached
/Figure II
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Table 3
BRAZIXs IEVEI3 REACHED BY INIEMAL KNOl^HOW, 1968

Types of K.H,
1

^

Rating
25

19/jO

2

55

1917

3

50

1938

4

25

1920

5

25

1920

6

30

1922

7

-

8

35

1931

9

65

1934

10

70

1927

70

1935

11

~

"

12

70

13
14

50

1935

50

1922

15

50

1935

16

70

19¿iá

55
50

1925
1930

17
Average

'

1923

a/ Based on table 3 of Part One, with lineal extrapolation.
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a rating of 50 over a period which was 5,8 times shorter than that of the
universe, a conclusion which calls for discussiai»
Mthout going deeply into a question which is outside the scope of the
present study, everything seems to point to the fact that, on the basis of
the reasoning set forth in the present chapter and in the introductory
discussion in Part One, the idea that the gap between developed and developing
countries is steadily widening, which has been supported by a chorus of
writers, is a smewiiat arbitrary contention, or at ary rate too sweeping a
generalization. It is true that big countries with large populations, and
great drive and vision, are more likely than others to show cjynamic trends
and a certain flexibility in many sectors of activity; but this prerogative
is not theirs alone. The subject dealt with here may be taken as a valid
ejample; at least there is no distortion due to preconceived ideas either
for or against®
A fact to be borne in mind in this case, however, is that the machinetool sector has takai a very long time to develop and, therefore, it is
particularly useful in showing that when the same process is r^eated in
countries where the industry is new, it may develop, at any rate at the
stai*b, much more rapidly than it has ^sewhere in the past. Not all sectors
take so long to emerge. Nevertheless, without further speculation, it may
be affirmed that a number of sectors are developing at an acceleratai pace
ccsapared with the past, both spontaneously and as a result of deliberate
prcsnotion measures (government development programmes), although their
growth indexes may be lower than that calculated in this instance.
To return to the question of rating, the average of 50 corresponds to
a year (1930) which is also average in the case of sixteen out of the seventeen
types of internal K,H, (see table 3), This fact would appear to be of
considerable practical interest, since it would suggest that the sector
was five years (aLightly more in fact, since one type of K,H, is not
included in the calculation) behind what it should be^

the universe r^ched

a rating of 50 in 1925 or even earlier (see figure II), The difference
then should indicate how backward the Brazilian sector is compared with
the universe, as it does. Indeed, the figure is surprisingly accui^ate
since it points to a backwardness which bears a direct relation to the
/teclmological recommendations
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technological recommendations (including recommendations as to the range of
products) contained in ECIA's 1961 study (E/GN,12/633) which have still not
been applied. If they had been, the over«-all picture woiiLd indicate that
the sector was backward in absolute tems, in relation to the different types
of K.H. applied in the universe. But would not rweal any relative lag» Finally^
then, it would be advisable for this gap to be closed during the 19703; but the
sector must not only catch up, it must also develop at the noimai rate for
the decade if, ty 1930, it is to be equal to the important role it id.ll be
called upon to play in the Braizilian economy. Though this means a considerable
effort, it should be perfectly feasible in practice.

It can to some extent

be measured, since on average the rating- of the general level of K»Ho in the
machine-tool

sector moved up from 50 to 75 in only 21 years (1925-1946),

Disregarding the fact that it was partly owing to the war that so much
progress was made in so short a time, the sector will have to reach a rating
of 62 at least by 19S0 if it is to maintain its particular rate of development.
The outstanding feature of the sector in the 1970s then should be the wiping
out of its relative backwai-dness, while from 19Õ0 onwards it ought theoretical!
to be able to continue developing until it reaches a position viiere it is
relatively ahead,
(c)

Internal availability of external K.H.
Unlike the foregoing, the following comments do not refer to each kind

of K.H, separately, as the range of K,H. available within the country is
still too limited for there to be any need to deal with each t3^e separately.
An effort will however be made to provide some indication of the levels that
have been reached by the different types.
Since the original establishment and later growth of industrial
activities in Brazil's metal-transforming sector, the infrastimctiore, and
all that goes with it, has alivays been one of the most critical areas, whether
as regards semi-cianufactures and raw materials or intermediate capital goods,
from siiiç)le one-piece parts to complex groups, subgroups, instruments, and
so on. This can be seen clearly enough, since the question here is one of
specialization - sometimes involving an intensive use of capital and
engineering skill - which only receives its major boost when the market
reaches a certain size, i.e., when the range of products manufactured by
the machine-tool industries, and especially the large family of final
capital goods, has elicited a reasonable demand,
/The first
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The first sign of vitality in the manufacture of intemediate goods
was closely identified with that of the final goods thonselves, in view of
the tendency for industries to be self-supplying as i^r as possible in this
area so as to cut costs. The machine-tool manufacturers followed a similar
pattern, and, though nowadays the trend is nothing like so strong, the same
attitude still per&ists in seme enterprises to this day.^All this tended
to hamper the efficient and rapid establishment of an adequate infrastructure*
As a result, manufacturers of machine tools have hot got much help
from the infrastructure in the past.

However, the last three years have seen

a change in the attitude of the users, together with a more modem conc^ti(»i
of the role of the mach3Jie«tool manüfactxirer, which, judging fVom the investmen
made, has spread to numerous sectors and gives reason to hope that foxraer
deficiencies will quickly be remedied.
In the forging and casting field, specialized enterprises of an
adequate technological standard are few and far between and they are always
snowed vmder with orders. Delivery dates are a problem for manufacturers.
Brazal has enough of the best K.H, to produce castings and other parts
meeting international standards of quality, but the manufacturers do not
buy than regularly, either because they are still too e^q^ensive, or because
delivery dates are set too far ahead, or because the3:'e is little interest
in small-scale production. To avoid these drawbacks, thirteen manufacturers
out of seventy-csne possess their own foundries.
As for the siç»ply of small, sinçsle parts, manufacturers cannot yet
obtain as wide a range of quality (materials and tolerances), shapes and
sizes, etc, as they could in more industrialized countiães, though these
limitations do not in fact affect them seriously. As regards aore ccOíç>lex
components, on the other hand, the fact that the range offered is not very
wide does hamper the technically satisfactory solution of certain problems.
Moreover, for the reasons already given, contacts between manufacturer and
supplier are not always eagy. Electrical components come closest to
confonning to the sector's current technical requironents, allowing for
certain limitations with regard to electric motors. The components of
i^draulic and pneumatic ^stems, which are usually manufactxired under
license, are not good enough to solve any but the most ordinary problems,
the same applies to conç»pnents for refrigerating and lubricating systems,
Encoviraged by the reform of the tax on the distributicn of products,
currently calculated cai the basis of the value added.
,
/As regards
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As regards ccmponents of mechanical ^sterns, accessories and seme other
componaits, local supply can only be described as modesty

moreover, the

inçiort procedures are such that manufacturers cannot count on iiiports to
make good the gaps in local supply. Thus, they are in fact unable to
take advantage of all the technical and commercial opportunities or to make
their choicei

there is therefore no incentive for them to produce more

sophisticated and/or more complex machines, Conseqpaently, those who possess
the different types of internal K.H, do not have the experience required
to take full advantage of external K,H. when it is made freely available.
Sooner or later, this vicious circle must be brokenj one way of doing so
would be to adopt a general policy favouring collective imports of complex
and strategic components, which would be reflected in more helpful custcans
regulations than at present exist,^

y

Duties on components are frequently completely out of line with those
applied to final goods.
/Chapter III
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Chapter III
LOCAL RESPONSIBILITIES ül© THE CONmiBOTION OF
EXTERNAL TüXHI^LOGY
It is now appropidate to consider what kind of practical ani specific
reconmendations can be nade for the sector, given its role, without entirely
losing sight of those aspects of the transfer of technology that are controversial in a more general context». In the paragraphs that follow the study will
therefore not be confined to the level of technology that the, machine-tool
industry has now reached, but will consider the 1970s as a váiole, since,
because change is so rapid, the tinae variable cannot be ignored»
(a)

Ihtemal KoHa falling completely Tjithin the national purview
CH.ven the range of the preset study, it is relevant to consider

internal

for the fact that it is termed internal does not a priori

exclude sorae degree of indirect use of international experdence which is
disseminated and passed on from one area to another through contacts and
the written and spoken word. Since this occixrs naturally by means of a
kind of permeation or osmosis, tha:'e is no question of paying royalties or
the like»

This is valid for the manufacturing sector as a vrtiole, wiidiin

vdiich the best organised enterprise, irrespective of its branch of activity,
sooner or later comes to exert a beneficial influoace on the less well
organized enterprises»
Returning to table 5 in Part One,tiiesituation in the sector can be
described as follows. Only one enterprise is in class I, of the typical
cases as regards the receipt of KeH,, váiile fifteen others (including the
three special cases) are in classes II and III»

The remainder, wxth some

exceptions, do not qifâliiy because they are too small and lack the miniiaam
requirements, either technical or economic, for receiving KaH, To simplii^

/matters, in
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matters, in order to give a general idea of the situation in Brazil, enterprises in classes II and III can be considered together, disregarding once
again the single case of ROME S.A,, vMch is in class I, WLth this in
mind, a list can be made of the various types of internal K,H, vtóch each
siterprise is exclusively responsible for defining and structuring, and this
vri 11 be a measure of the vdll to develop vdthin the normal up-to-date
operating conditions prevailing in industiry today.
The types of KoH» are as follows:
1» Selection, definition and general conception of the product.
3o

Testing»

In this respect, accotint must be taken of the important

contribution that can be made by the Brazilian Ifechine-Tools Institute,
Bm

Planning of production, work orders and progress checks. Flow of
production.

9. Purchasing.
10. Production, selection of production equipment, lay-out.
11. Intermediate product3.on controls and controls of ccmmercial parts.
13, Industrial accounting, production costs,
1A» Gonmercial and technical sales organization,
15» Advertising, exhibitions, etc,
16, Technical assistance to purchasers.
17. Btisiness manag^ient.
Thus, there are eleven types of K»H, to which enterprises must devote
comprehensive, specific and systonatic attention, given that the average
rating for these types of K.H, was 53.6, barely higher than the overti-all
average (see Chapter II). In this respect, development will be more viable
if the progress made t^ the advanced countries is taken as the target, since
the technologies developed in such countries become public property conç)£Lratively more easily. For there to be rapid progress, the manufacturer must
never lose sight of this goal, and he must be prepared to assimilate K«H.

/that has
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that has already beai dissoninated in various forms • Careful selectioff
of staff alid a proper definition of their functions will assist greatly
in this respect.
liie K.H. relating to production (K,H«10) may possibly be less within
•t^e control of the enterprise, than the others depending on the conqjlejdty
of the product, 3ji certain cases, it nay be necessary to import K.H, on a
temporary basis. There are, however, many ways by viiich such outside
assistance may be reduced to the mimmum in practice, since Brazil's
experience of nianufacturing processes has already reached acceptable levels.
University courses, vocatiorfâl schools, advanced and refresher courses
- these form the cviltural infrastructure that is essential for the development of the above-mentioned types of K,H, A covmtry like Brazil with a
large and continually e:ç)anding machine-tool industry cannot avoid assuming
complete responsibility for developing ^lese kinds of K.H, at a wide range
of educational levels and in sxifficient quantity; particularly since, as
noted earlier, these types of K.H. are not pecviliar to the sector (see table 1,
Part One) but are common to other branches of industry, each of vMch uses
them in accordance vdth its own individual needs.
As always, it is ess^itial for a number of factors to coincide if
these types of K,H, are to be disseminated as r^idly as required, When the
manufactxarer's approadi is the same, the quality and scope of training and
the capacity of the user to take advantage of K.H,, depend solely and
exclusiveliy on the size of the oiterprise.
These types of K,H, vghich have developed on international patterns,
really constitute, tJie minimxo» contribution that Brazil must make to promote
the develofsnent of its industries, given the stage it has reached.
These minimiim requirements cannot be reduced by those who produce
machine tools; otherwise it "would simply mean that the essential basis for
;3ustifying and facilitating the receipt of other types of K,H, would be lacking,
i,e., that the problem of transferring technology voxold take another turn:

/the establishment.
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the establishment, pure and simple, of subsidiaries as the only means of
development. This last, in view of the approach taken in this study, is not
relevant here, and the isolated cases observed in recent years do not
change this,
(b)

Transferable internal K.H.
Now that what can be termed the minimum stock of internal K.H. has been

defined - always closely related to enterprise size - it is appropriate to
consider the transfer of foreign K.H.
Subtracting the eleven types discussed above, the types of K.H. that
can be transferred are the foUoiàngí
2. Study and design of the product.
4.

Internal technical standards,

5. Specification of the services of siabcòntractors and of the parts
and components supplied ty third parties.
6. Design of jigs, frames and supplementary production equipmoit,
including tools.
7. Method, instruction and time-cards.
12, Assembly, painting, test-running and checking of the finished
product.
First of all, it should be noted that the main focus in transferring
K,H» is on K.H.2 - study and design of the product - the others merely
following logically upon it. This means that, except in isolated cases,
study and design K.H. were to be excluded, the other five types woid.d not
in themselves provide an incentive for transferring K.H, This is made clear
in table 5 of Part One,
Nevertheless, vihether or not the Dther five technical types of K,H, are
included is a matter of some consequence viien the enterprises concemed
still have an incomplete industrial structure, as is the present case.
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For entejTsrises in class I, it m y be sufficient to acquire all the
designs and specifications for a machine (K,H,2) and develop the otlier
types of K.H. itsélf, so that they vdll fit in with the existing structure
to ensure internal standardization. But going Airther down the scale, in
terms of category, experience and industrial size, it is not so certain that
the possession of such an extremely concoitrated and abstract type of K.H,
as that on design is in itself a sufficient basis for manufacturing,a
product identical to the original product. Generally, some additional K,H,
is required, the amount dejerriing on the difference betw^n the average
degree of complexity Of Üie line of products already being produced and that
of the products tobe manufactwed under licensej this is an imixjrtanb factor,
The following table sets out the average situation in this respect of the
enterprises in a position to receive K.H,
Table 4
DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL TYPES OF KÍOW-HOW
(Chip^'producing machines)
Type of K,H,

Conventional
machines

Semi-automatic and
similar machines

Complex and automatic
machines etc«

B
4

Little

Some

A great deal

5

Little

Little

A great deal

6

little

Some

A great deal

7
12

Little

A great deal

A great deal

Ncfc essential

Depends on
circumstances

For some time

Project hours

5,000 - 10,000

10,000 - 25,000

25,000

/IMs table

This table shows vdiat types of technical K»H. Brazil's machine-tool
sector as a viiole is interested in acquiring now and certainly for some time
to come. It can easily be serai that even when products are relatively simple
it is necessary to complement design K.H, with other types of K.H., the
amomt increasing in proportion to the conplexity of the machines. The table
refers specifically to chip-producing machines, which require special care
in their manufacture»

In the case of forming machines, however, the design

K«H. by itself will generally be enough if it is complete and reasonably
explicit, in vihich case the other five types of K.H, will be less important.
It is always justifiable to give priority to chip-producing machines since
they account for roughly 75 per cent of the metal-transforming industries'
stock and of the world suR^ly of types and models of machine-tools, Mareover,
the Brazilian producers of forming machines are technologically better equipped
than those manufacturing chip-producing machines, as can be seen in Annex I,
Table 4 poses a question, namely, how much interest there is in the
three categories into which design K,H, is divided,(A, B and C, in ascending
order of complexity). To answer this question, it is necessary to take
accovint of long-term market trends up to 1980, as outlined in the IPEA study.
The main recommendations in this respect are set out in table 5»
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Table 5
BRAZIL: EñOBABU; DISTRIBUTION OF NATIONAL AM) IÍ1P0RTED DESIGN
KNOW-HOW, I97O-I9ÔO
(Number of types and models)
N a national; I » imported
Ifechines

N

1, Vertical lathe

1

2. MLti-tool lathe

1

Complexity of product
B
C
I
N
I
I
N

1
1

3» irontal tj'pe lathe
4. Standard copjdng lathe
5. Tool milling machine
6, Vertical milling machine
7. Universal milling machine
8, Production milling machine
9, Radial drilling machines
10. Upri^t drilling machines vdth gxaides

1

2

2

4
NI ^

11. Bench planer or milling machines

NIa/

12. Threading machines
13» Universal boring machines

I V

14, Production boring machines.

1

15, Pfauter type ge^r cutting uachines
16, Fellows type gear cutting machines

1

17, Internal grinding machine
xc/

18, Plant units
19, Special machines

X

20, Foming machines
6

14

9

1

5

Source; IKIA.
St/

Joint co-operation national-inçorted.

y
c/

Entirely xmder responsibility of the Brazilian ifechine-Tools Institute.
Indefinite quantity»
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In view of the operational and stmjctiiral situation of the sector,
broadening its technological range will mean improvement both in quality
and in the complexity of design and manufactvire, and will open up a mare
demanding market than that supplied hitherto, something that appeared
difficult to achieve within the period set using the means currently available.
For this reason it was found necessary to limit the field national design
KeH, much more than in the past. Consequently, the most substantive part
of the technological progress vdiich is a inust for the sector ^dll have to
be supplied by local K«H, and imported K.H,, as in the past, but in rather
different proportions. Table 5 helps shed some light on this complex
situation.
Obviously the list of products is incomplete. Throughout the period,
the number of possible and necessary variants will be greater, particularly
from 1975 onwards, than the figures gi.ven in table 5. No breakdovm is made,
for example, of forming machines, and their over-all position is only hinted
at. But the table does give some idea of how much designing will have to be
done locally and how much will have to come from abroad in the most significant and controversial cases. Column B is the most interesting, naturally
enough, for it gives a fairly clear over-all picture of the effort Brazil
will have to make to improve on past performance in the machine-tool sector;
column A gives a fairly accurate idea of what this amounted to in terms of
complexity. Once the sector has made enough t echnological and economic
progress to be able to solve the problems in coltmm B, with ease it vd.ll be
faced with new prospects and fresh difficulties of the kind indicated in
column C, and so on indefinitely as the level of complexity rises.
On the basis of a detailed stucfy of the sector and of a reasonably
accurate idea of the structure of long-term demand, it has been possible to
determine how much K.H, the Brazilian machine-tool sector possesses to help
it solve its problems and how much it still needs to bring this task to a
successfvjl conclusion. Bi follows therefore that consideration of the transfer
•f K.H. cannot be confined simply to an analysis of a single base year but must
/be looked
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be looked at over a period of time at any given point of which it should be
possible to estimate how much local inventiveness has developed and to compare
it with the growing demands of the users. Thus, while in a general sense
the transfer of K.H, is an interesting and even exciting topic, general
arguments and case histories give very little idea of the dynamic effect it
can produce, especially when it is met and matched by an acceptable level
of internal K.H,
Accordingly, this extoisive introduction to the topic will not have been
so much wasted effort if it has been possible to prove, at least in one
particular case, that indienever a key sector has to catch up rapidly, in terns
of technology, with the grovfbh in demand from its users (see Fi^ire I), it
has no alternative, once it has realized that it must catch up, but to give
its own K.H, a shot in the arm with foreign K.H. It is not then a question
of taking the easy way out, i.e., setting up a sector and developing it
exclusively on the basis of imported K.H. That is an extreme case #iich is
completely unacceptable given the current volume of demand, since, if the
sector is to develop, it needs constant and direct contact with users, to
whom it should offer its own immediate solutions; and these are too
specialized and adapted to local conditions for the sector to be able to
depend completely and systematically on imported K.H,, and such dependence
would, in any event, impair its operational flexibility. There is po
question, either, of refusing to import foreign design and other types of
K.H, and of simply importing ready-made machines. Table 5 is already the
result of a long process of selection between national and imported machines
and can be summarized as follows:
Cionsumption 1969-1980

National

Ijmported

Units

81,6

19,4

Tons

56,5

43,5

Value

47,3

52,7

/Once it

Once it has been shown that the sector is well established and is not
concenied about becouãng obsolete in the future owing to violent structural
changes involving other productive processes, there is absolutely no reason
why it should not make efforts on its own account - internally - to import
K.H, on a substantial scale. Hence the most reasonable solution is make a
realistic asssessment of its intrinsic capacity and rate of growthj and if
its rate of growth is not con^nânt with its needs, the only thing to do
will be to give it a boost by importing selected and specific amounts of
foreign K.H,
At this point, it may be appropriate to recall that in order to reach
a rating of 50, the sector did not import technical K.H. on any great scale.
At present, it has only two sià) si diaries of foreign firms and some seven
companies producing tinder license which have not played a specially great
role within the sector as a whole.

In 1968, out of a total of 160 types

and models of machines, foreign design K.H, was involved in roughly 10 per
cent of cases. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that the progress made
by the sector in the past, described above, is due mainly to its own efforts.
However, the amount of technology to be developed locally to raise the
rating from 50 and 75 calls for more foreign K.H., to that the proportion
of local K.H, will be smaller than hitherto»

Given the technical and other

difficulties involved in raising the rating the present proportion of
local K.H. oould be maintained only if all p:'cduction in the sector was
in the hands of class I enterprises. Hence, since it would be asking for
trouble to disregard the real operational problems and possibilities of
national manufacturers, the recocanendations regarding the "inçiortation of
foreign designs are essentially focused on those machines for \diich,
because of the reputation of a brand name, the difficulty of obtaining
majdmum efficimcy from the poroduct as soon as it appears on the market, the
type of user for which it is intended, the small size of initial production
runs compared with the number of design hours, and the inç)ossibility of
having sufficient design hours available within a very short period of time,
it would seem advisable to call upon both national and foreign design K.H.
and share the tasks between them.
/There will
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There will probably be many nóre calls on national technical KaH. in
desigi and related fields in the near future involving a total of 300,000
hours of design work, to say nothing of all the other vjork on designs for
models of the machines listed under itms 11, 18, 19 and 20 of table 5,
and all the n©difications and variations that are always requested. The
sector also has constantly to update its inore traditional lines of production,
try out more automatic models, and make better use of external, especially
imported, K,H., and so on. To all this design work must be added all the
hours of technical work that it necessarily involves, the whole forming a
set of requirements ttóLch stretch the technical, organizational and economic
capacity of manufacturers totiielimit»

Consequently, the purchase of some

design K,H, and its complementary K,H,, including possible tonporary
assistance from foreign technicians, would ease the situation and at the
same time help to step up the rate at which the :ñmd of technical K,H, is
being acctmiulated, liiich is one of the objectives»
As regards the time element, by about 1980 the sector should have
made good its relative lag and be making progress in absolute terms in order
gradually to close the gap between it and the universe established as a frame
of reference. It would then be desirable for the rate of growth of KIH, to
be maintained in the futiire at maximum capacity, taking advantage of all the
development possibilities that may be offered. The actual rate will also
depend in part on the efficiency and hence the influence of the Brazilian
Ifechine-Tools Institute, which has the importait responsibility of complementing and improving the technical potential of each manufacturer,
]ii any event, the sector's chances of success vdll be much greater,
given the scale of its commitments and -the volume of consumption, i^iiich is
already approaching the figure of 100 million dollars per year, if specific
development measures are taken and remain in effect for at least ten years.
It is likely that IPEA'S recent analysis will yield positive results in
this respect.
/Lastly, something
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Lastly, something must be said about the size of the enterprises.
Neither local inventiveness nor the absorption of imported technical K.H,
will be possible at the levels indicated in tables 4 and 5 unless there is
an increase in the scale of enterprises. The present scale is more suitable
for operating conditions with a rating of 50 than for anything hi^er, and
it is completely inadequate for greater development. Hence, any increase
in the capacity for technical K.H, vdll largely depend on increases in the
scale of the leading companies until t h ^ reach a size that vâll enable
all types of local K,H, to co-exit at a high level; this in turn - and this
is an essential point - vdll lead to the assimilation in depth of imported
K.H, with a view to transfonning it into specific K.H. applicable mutatis
mutandis to locally designed products. This brings up another point
must be borne in mind when importing technical K.H; in view of the over-all
stage of development in Brazil and the somevdiat individual structiu-e of the
user industries, it does not suit the national manufacturer of machine tools
to depend exclusively on imported technical K.H, A sensible economic and
strategical]^ oriented approach would then seem to be to acquire some
technical K.H, to complement existing K.H - which itself should continue to
develop spontaneously. Thus, importing design K.H., possibly with other
types of technical K,H,, should complement local K.H., not exclude it; it
should constitute a form of strategic manoeuvre to gain time and knowledge
and should be carefully studied to ensure that there are beneficial ancillary
local effects.
(c)

The transfer of external K.H»
The arguments and conclusions in Part One regarding external K.H, are

Just as important as those relating to the seventeen types of internal K,H»
The problems connected with it are of some weight and althou^ they are not
directly realted to what is normally understood by the transfer of K.H.,
they cannot be ignored. A look at external K.H. helps to clarify the picture
and place it in its proper perspective»
/It was
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It was seen earlier that seven of the sixteen types of external K ^
have a great influence on the final product and are expected to have a very
(fynamic effect intiieconing years. While it is true that this trend will
benefit most those enterprises that produce the most advanced pix>ducts^ it
is also true that as time goes by it is becoming nore androorecomnion for
enterprises at a U levels to take greater advantage tlan in the past of the
beneiits of the iiK>re «í^amic kind of external K»H, For example, mare external
K»H* in quantity and value goes into the manufacture of the lathes and
conventional universal milling machines now being produced than into comparable
machines thirty years ago. This is even more so with s®ni-automatic machir^s
and reaches its maximum in hi^ly productive special automatic and/or
universal machines. It is clear, therefore, that as soon as a sector like the
Bra2ãlian machine-»-tools sector has to move on from the traditional to a more
sophisticated stage (see column B, table

the share of complex extenial

K»H* vdll tend to increase. It is impossible to disregard such KJfí» since
this wuld simply mean giving up all idea of achieving a reasonable level of
tedinology because, except in a very few cases, there are no substitutes,
unless it were to put the dock back vMch is ruled out by definition. The
question is how to deal with Uie problems caused by the lack of K*H, in the
internal market, and this is rather a complicated matter.
The manufacturers of a European country, for example, have access to all
the external K.H# of their own country and in practice have equal ease of
access to that of other areas. Hence, K,H, is used extensively ani always
at the highest possible level. Alltiienecessary badcground, data and
contacts are available for applying the specific design K,H, of other countries,
and it is always possible to have discussions at the technical level regarding
such functional or other modifications as nay be required^

If these elements

are completely lacking or can be obtained only in a pdecOTieal and makei^ift
way, the manufacturer cannot but lose some of his power of invention, however
well developed it msgr be in theory. This wuld be a case of vfaat might be
termed "introverted" design K,H,, of >4iich there are alreacfy several in
Brazil,
/rfost of
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ífcst of the refined types of external K.H, that can be classified as
dynamic are not available in Brazil,

As noted above, there is little

manufacture of components and importing is diajrganized and inefficient*
On the one hand, the seller of intermediate capital goods tends to seek the
easiest and most favourable outlets and does not taJce the initiative of
offering products that may be of interest to the sector.

On the other,

the machine-tools manufacturer, viith some exceptions, <itoes not know the
viholç range of supply available on the international market ard therefore
can give the importer little guidance.

Because he is so far aviay from the

producers, it is difficult for the moaufaciurer" to evaluate the market gjjaply
on the basis of the technical literature available.

It is "üius the inçwrters

viio are responsible for channelling the K,H. relating to ^ecialized
components from the developed areas to distant and less developed areas;
given present circumstances, they i^oxild maintain a teajn of engineers, if
possible trained in the countries oming specific types of K,H,, to increase
trade in highly sophisticated intermediate goods by disseminating information
through high-level technical advice furnished directly to the designers.
Unfortunately, this is not what happens.

The manufacture has to pick out

the equipnent that he can use from the plethora of suppliers, and generally
he has to pay a high price for it.

He may estalxlish a relationship vdiich

is fairly satisfactory, in D^ich case he becomes a steady c\istomer, although
he ctoes not tie hinself down, or it nay be just a one-time transaction.
There is, however, some excuse for the auK'lier of technical items,
although it does not really eaonerate him from the charge of seeking the
easy way out.

The sectores volume of conaimption is rather small conpared

with the great variety of sophisticated intermediate goods, and also as regards
such matters as usintenance and repair, or in other words, organized technical
assistance. If the supplier*s only customers were the manufacturers of
machine-tools, this attitude might be justifiable, but in practice it
is felt in many other fields as well,
/For various
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For various reasons, the nrnst important and dynamic types of KJI.,
intíieform of electrical, hydravilic, pneumatic, mechanical, electronic^
lubricating, measuring> optical and other types of equipment, are rot
accessible to national pixjducers, and this gives caixse for concein regarding
the natural gjrowth of the sector»

Direct imports by the manufacturer might

Inprove this situation, but this can be done in only a few cases and is not
conmon practice; nor can it be, since resources are absorbed ly other
activities vMch are considered to have high^

priority in interprises that

are not yet fully consolidated. The .solution to this serious problem would
be for manufacturers to maintain a Joint organization vMch would be responsible for transferring technical K,H. relating to highly sophisticated
intermediate goods (this would be one way of standardizing types, andeis
and brands), or for them to enter into specific agreements with a reputable
ingjorter capable of appreciating the techMcal and commercial aspects of
the problem»

The current gap between needs and supply cannot continue

very much longer without having profound effects on quality, prodtclAvity,
modernization, and on the development of machine tools as a váiole, since
it is clear that it will be a good ten years before the domestic supply of
machine tools grows at the zate (e^ecially as regards range) d^uanded by
the programe for the development of the sector»

The prerequisite for

ensuring that tedinology is transferred in an effective and efficiônt naainer
is a favoxirable tariff policy towards imports of technical itons»

Tò keep

things in their proper proportions, it is necessary for tariff protection
on conçxjnents to be as low as possible, appreciably below the levels fixed
for final goods. Logically enough, this is a sine q m non condition for
ensuring that technolo^ is transferred without untoward commercial restrictions, since all the other difficulties involved are quite substantial alsOo
(d)

Regttlations governing the acquisition of K.H» in force in Bi;;a2Íl
At first sight, the existing regulations governing KoH, woixld appear

to be adequate enough to ensure a normal flow of technology fl^m abroad.
Annex II gives some details on this®
/Manufacturers wishing

Manufactiurers vdshing to acqxàre a license to manufactTire certain items must first register their licensing agreement vdth the Central Bank,
describing the nature of the agreemoit and giving all the relevant details»
Once this requirement has been fulfilled, the licensee enterprise is
authorized to remit abroad for pxiiposes of income tax a maximum of 5 per cent
in respect of royalties for a period of five years.

If the usefulness and

need for the license has been sufficiently well demonstrated, a five-year
extension may subsequently be granted»
In principle, the procedure is simple.

In practice, however,

registering agreements with the Central Bank is not always as rapid as it
should be and is sametimes restricted, which means that the inta:*—connected
problems may make it difficult to operate the agreement»
The first pioblsn is the length of the period for which license is
granted.
sector.

A tenr-year period is the norm for contracts in the machine-tools
However, breaking it down into two five~year periods does not

give the firm granting the license enough guarantees since there is the risk
that the payment of royalties v d U cease at the end of five years»

The

consequent uncertainty may in effect seriously interfere with the inflow
of the most suitable licenses from the technological point of view, i»e.,
those granted by the most advanced enterprises, aid leave the field open
for less important agreements with less welÍ-4anown enterprises»
lhe restriction is partictilarly harsh since the legal ceiling on
royalties is 5 per cent. While this may be a reasonable and adequate figure
for middle-level technology over a ten-year period> it is not attractive
for periods of only five years.
Table 5 shows that the level of the foreign technology that it is
planned to introduce during the 1970s is an important consideration.

The

sector will have to look, for well-structured technologies that include not
only design K.H. but a l ^ other types of technical K.H. and perhaps services
of experts as well»

The existence of a double restriction - time period

and level royalty - may reduce the likelihood of securing complete
agreeaents at a higji level of technology and of being able to select the
nK)st suitable supplier.
/Another controversiai
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Another controversial point that arises vdth respect to the registration of licensing agreonents is the authorization of the initial lump-sum
remittance, usually a small figure, isdiich foreign enterprises require as a
pre-condition for agreeing to the transfer of technical K«H,

It is well

knowi that once the agreement is signed, tíie supplier hands over a substantial amount of documentation, especially if it covers the machine tools
listed in colunai B of talxLe 5.

If the design K.H. is accompanied tgr other

types of technical K,H, (e^g., K,H,

4J5Í6

and 7), this documentation can

have an appreciable nsterial value.

Added to this are other expenditures

for the preparation of the product.

One or two years, may elapse between

the receipt of the designs and the approval of tíie prototype, before production propo» can begin and only after this can royalties be paid.

As can be

seen,, it is a very slow process, and there is much d e l ^ in paying for the
services rendered.
The foregoing brings up ^ m e associated p o i n t B e c a u s e of the
structure of the legal provisions governing the transfer of K.H,, in principle
there seems to be no integrated set of cilteria for makirg a searching
technical evaluation of requests for the registration of an agresnent.

In

th^jry, there might be some duplication as regards different machine types
and iiDdels, >áiich woiold mean giving up any possibility of toinging indirect
pressure to bear to pronote greater consistency in the coverage of Brazil's
technological needs.
In brief, it wuld seem that, without substantially changing eadsting
provisions, greater efficiency could be achieved in practice if there was
an official body, for esample a specific executive group for the machine-tools
sector, similar to those established in the past, to consider the technical
aspects of licenses and asKJciated matters.

The basic criteria for this are

plentiful and in a certain sense ronain valid over a lengthy period of time.
All would seem to indicate that the legal provisions governing the transfer
of KeH. would be most beneficial to Brazil if responsibility for au-thorizing
agreements was divided between technical/strategic and monetary/fiscal bodies,
whose action would be hannpnized on the basis of previously established
development targets and over-aU strategy.
Lastly, it slK)uld be noted that, as indicated above, past experience
in the purchase of licenses and technical assistance is virtually useless as
a guide for the future, since there have been few licensing agreesnents.

Hence,

the foregoing relates rather more to the way they may be used in the futiire»
/Chan+.ííT IV
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CHAPTER I V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
(a)

For other countries
Most of the international manufacturers of machine tools that

are in the lead in the field of technological progress operate in
coimtries with a gross domestic product of over 50,000 million dollarsj
there are, however, other smaller - though still iniportant - manufacturers,
such as those in Switzerland, Sweden, Czechoslovakia, etc,, and certain
isolated firms in various countries, Ih the first grovp, the largest
in terras of volume and value of production are the United States,
West Geimany and the Soviet Union, though the first two of these
countries have the advantage in terms of technological contentj whidi
brings them close to the st^dards of the \iniverse defined in Part One»
Whether because of the size of a country, its advanced state of
industrialissation, or a ccanbination of both, the machine-tool industryis constantly developing and changing under various influences.
Greater productivity - which nowadays covers everything from mass
production to the small-scale manufacture of highly conçlex parts better quality, an ever-increasing range of final products.of different
design and conception, and the materials processed are all making for
new solutions, adaptations of old solutions or a mixture of both. The
reaction of a manufacturer in a given country will be more or less
dependent upon the inçiortance of each of these factors and the extent
to which each one comes into play.
The over-all picture can be summarized as follows:
1, A group of advanced countries with industries which, for
danestic reasons, will continue making a substantial contribution to
the development of the sector as a whole, ccanbining their own experiaice
and the increasingly valuable acquisition of external K.H,, with the
results of research carried out by specialized local institutions.

/2, A second
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2, A second group of countries whose industries, though highly
developed, are somewhat slow in introducing innovations. However,
because they already possess an industrially mature structure that
places them in class I (see Part One, table 5), they are in a position
to copy, equip themselves with, and assimilate advanced foms of K»H,
in a fairly short time. This situation may apply either to enterprises
in developed countries that are slow in developing their own K,H, 1
and 2, or to very advanced enterprises in relatively less developed
countries. The sole difference would lie in the distribution of these
industries, there being proportionally more in the developed countries.
For a number of reasons, which do not necessarily include the technical
capacity of the enterprises themselves, there may be transfers of K.H,
between firms in developed countries in this group.
3, Continuing down the scale, there are enterprises or sectors
which are very slow to innovate. They are faced with two altemativesj
to add to their traditional and basic lines of production (this concept
changes with time), or to apply developed technologies to some of their
products. Obviously, this is where the best opportunities of acquiring
advanced types of K.H. lie since, at this stage, the traditional K.H,.
should already have beccsne fairly self-sufficient, although on the basis
of the wealth of technical material available throughout the world.
This group may also include enterprises in industrially developed
countries and countries in a state of industrial expansion, but, in
contrast to the previous example, there will be more of these enterprises
in the sector in the countries undergoing industrial expansion thsin in
the developed countries,
4, Next come those enterprises that have an incomplete or
recently established structure which therefore need to acquire technical
K.H. for the manufacture of strictly traditional machines. This is the
situation in the countries that did not begin to develop their metaltransforming industries until thirty or forty years ago. At this level,
there is no transfer of K.H. between developed countries. Transfers
from developed to undeveloped Wreas are however possible; they are not
only possible, they prepare the ground for the absorption of the K.H,
that the latter must acquire if they are later to make progress in this
field,

/5. At the
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5« At the bottcan of the scale ccane the bold artisans, unfettered
by major responsibilities - particularly as regards quality - who
invade the machine-tool field more or less successfully, from time to
time but can never hold their ground®

They are mentioned here only

for their daring.
Whereas the enterprises in groups 1 and 2 represent everything
that the more developed countries have to offer in terms of volme
and variety of advanced technologies, those in group 3, although they
represent the lowest level in the industrialized countries, may be the
most valuable level from the point of view of the develqjing countries,
which also have enterprises in groups 4 and 5, a level tijat has
virtually disappeared in the highly developed covintries. Consequently,
it would appear that transfers of technical K,H. through designs,
literature and experts would be feasible in varying degrees and useful
in a number of ways.

If there are in the developed countries three

main levels of supply (groups 1, 2 and 3) whose composition changes
as time goes on, this is because the local industries require many
different types of K.H®, which shows that there is not one dead level
for the use of technologies, as is obvious from the average age of
the stock of machine tools available to the various user sectors. It
is therefore natural that, mutatis mutandis, these combinations of
technology at different levels should also be found in countries with
developing industries, especially Brazil for reasons already given.
The transfer of technical K.H. in different parts of the world
calls for further comment. From this angle it may be said, for example,
in its most canplete form, group 1 isrestrictedto highly industrialized
countries with machine-^tool sectors employing more than 5 million
people; they would have few industries at the level of groups 2 and 3»
In medium- and small-sized industrialized countries with machine-tool
sectors employing between 500,000 and 2 million people, there would be
combinations of groups 1, 2 and 3 but not in the same proportions as in
the highly industrialized countries. At this level, certain transfers
of technical K«H, are not only possible but justified when the intention
is to modify the existing proportions within a given period,
/In the
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In the fevf developing countries that are large in terms of both
size and population, the mixture of enterprises in groups 3>

and 5

represents only a treansitional stage, since in a relatively short
space of time those in group 5 will be disappearing, those in group 4
declining in importance, those in group 3 becoming stronger and,
finally, group 2 enterprises will be emerging. Depending on the choice
of objectives and growth rates, the long-teim prospect of moving into
group 1 should not, a priori» be discounted. This could happen in the
case of countries Aose machine-tool industries eoçjloy nearly a million
people and for which a target of 2 or 3 million would not be over~
cptimistic. One such country is Brazil»
Finally, there are the countries that are e;q)anding more slowly
because they are smaller in size and/or population and whei^ an
enployment target of 5CX),000 people in the machine-tool industry would
be a significant achievement. Here the manufacturers in groups 4 and 5
should aim essentially at the technological level of group 3» though
they might sometimes make a foray or two into group 2 as well.
this brief outline shows that a series of combinations of
transfers of K.H, would be possible between the develcç)ed countries
themselves, between developed and developing countries and, finally,
between the larger and the smaller develq3ing countries^

As regards

the level at which this transfer would take place or its actual
technological content, the combinations that are both feasible and
desirable would depend on the group to which the recipient belonged.
In other words, it is most likely that group 3 would strive to obtain
group 2 K.H,, group 4 that of group 3» and that group 5 would try to
reach sane kind of understanding with group 4, While not altogether
impossible in theory, junping from group 4 to group 2 or from group 5
to group 3 would be most unusual, and of- debatable value econanically
and strategically speaking.
To conclude then, sjqperience has shown that ãt is ^ot advisable
to urge machine-tool manufacturers to try to junrp from one category to
another strictly on the basis of a transfer of K.H, in various forms.
The transfer of technological K.H. in this very specialized field might
/indeed, throu^
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to accelerate their own developmentj but the passivity of the
manufacturers clogs the wheels of progress.

For exanple, a

manufacturer from group k who could pttsh himself up into group 3
without a proper technological basis but simply with imported K^H.
would not have either the general background or the attitude that
woiild enable him to attain that stage quickly, and so on, and he might
just bog down later on.

In the field of machine tools and in

enterprises that are above a certain size, a manufacturer must always
possess a body of knowledge of his own which, intelligently combined
with the acquisition of new K»H., will keep the enterprise constantly
prepared for further progress^

Therefore, everything points to the

fact that, in the long run, a transfer of K.H. will have really good
effects only if it is a partial transfer and fits into a pre-existing
framework of internal K,H»

For this to ccme about, the actual

selection of K.H, must be based on carefully thought-out criteria
related both to manufacturing and to the development strategy of the
user sectors.

The only valid

exception would be that of small and

medium-sized countries in the initial stages of development vííich do
not possess ã traditional airtisan^-type basis in the machine-tool
sector which could be a. starting-point for this type of manufacture.
Some African and Asian countries would probably fit this description.
For the rest, the transfer of external K.H^ will always have to be
partial and perhaps only a small element' in the most varied
combinations J this will give the best results in the long run,
regardless of ai^ other immediate condition or consideration of
immediate ejqjediency.
(b)

For Brazil
As the Brazilian machine-tool sector's gmeral

K.H. has a rating

of around $0, which means that it is slightly more than 40 years behind
COTipared with the universe, t h e options open to Brazil with regard to
the transfer of K.H. are strictly limited and can all be clearly
assessed.

As one of the large countries, with a peculation that is

/rapidly approaching
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7/

rapidly approaching 100 million

and a machine-tool industry that

by 19Ô0 may be employing 1,160,000 people, Brazil is proof of the fact
that, considering the ccanmitments it has already accepted, it will
not by itself be able to sustain a high rate of growth and attain the
ambitious targets it has set itself simply by relying on the transfer
of external K.H., since an attitude of passive acceptance would
eventually prove an obstacle to its plans. The over-all figures for
ii^

Brazil are so enormous that the machine-tool sector, and probably
other sectors as well, will have to make tremendous efforts and
demonstrate their inherent vitality and ability, even though this will
mean adopting, for a time, tried solutions which have already been
defined and acceptedj but if these solutions are taken merely as valid
points of reference, this would be an advantage. Therefore, since the
volume of technology that the country requires, now and in the future,
is so great, any idea of Brazil not developing a sound and reliable
basis of internal K»H. must be ruled out from the start, iliis approach
to the problem is far from being nationalistiò; it is a clearly defined

m

philosqshy - which may not be very applicable to other cases, perhaps in which size and population are really the determining or influential
factors.
This being the case, the transfer of technical K.H, takes on
clearly defined characteristics: it must complement the sector's own
capacity, improve the domestic technological level as much as possible

^

and put manufacturers in a position to replace outworn technologies
from 1 to 1,5 times per decade through contact with more advanced
K,H, In other words, a certain level of Íjnç)orted technical K.H, must

'

be tuined to such good account that the transfer w ü l occur
at progressively higher and higher technological levels. If this
7/ 1971: 95,930,000j 1975: 107,120,000; 1900: 122,990,000,
Source; IPEA Popiilation Division,

/process is
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process is to be efficient, it is important to choose either tiie kind
of design K«H, which starts with simple models, that can easily be
developed into more sophisticated types at a later stage, or else the
kind which, because it is used by only a limited niimber of
manufacturers throughout the world, cannot be applied in enough
different ways to justify original designing at the project level.
Lastly, it may be said that,.in Brazil's case, the transfer of
technical K,H, will be a help and even a determining factor in its
development provided that it goes hand in hand with, to start with,
an equal, and subsequently a greater, determination to build up all
the types of internal K,H, that have been discussed here. Otherwise,
the transfer process and its effects will reach saturation point, and
thus lose touch with the user's real requirements; and, if this
happens, the pressure on inç)orts will reach practically unbearable
proportionsV

..
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TIT-CHNOLOGICAL RANGE OF COKSUííPTION
OF MACHINE TOOLS, 1968
A. Brazil's consumption ccsapared with the entire range of chipproducing and forming machines was found to be as follows:
Types and
models
Range of types and models in the
universe

1,024

100,0

Range of imported models

291

28.4

Range of nationally produced
models

160

15.6

ioo»o

365

35.6

National

20.3

74

Mixed

23.6

85

Inported

56.1

205

Range of consumption
Total

B. The breakdown for the two categories of machine is as follows;
Types and
models
i
ChipHoroducing machines
Universe

764

100.0

]jjç)0rted

219

28.7

National

89

11.6

Consumption

100.0

252

National

13.1

33

lyüxed

22.2

56

Imported

64.7

163

Total

/Foraiing machines
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ANNEX I (Conclusion)
Types and
models
Forming; machines
Universe

260

100,0

Imported

72

27.7

National

71

27.3

100.0

113

43.5

National

36.3

41

Mixed

26,5

30

iBçorted

37.2

42

Consumption
Total
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ANNEX II
SELECTED LEGAL PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE
TRANSFER OF KNOW-HOW
Act No. ia31 of 3 September 1962
"Article 12.

Sums owed in respect of royalties on the use of

patents or industrial or other trade marks, and in respect of
technical, scioitific, administrative or other such technical
assistance, may be deducted for purposes of income declarations under
the provisions of Decree No, 47.373 of 7 December 1959 up to a maximum
amount equivalent to 5% (five per cent) of gross receipts on the item
manufactured or sold.
Paragraph 3.

Expenditures relating to technical, scientific,

administrative or other such assistance may only be deducted for
^

il

five (5) years after the initiation of operations by an enterprise
or the introduction of a special production process; this time-limit

^

may be extended for a further five (5) years upon the authorization
of the Currency and Credit Supervisory Board (N.B. At present the
National Monetary Board is responsible for giving such authorization)."

